Steel Beasts Pro Export
TerraTools Plug-in
About Steel Beasts Pro Export

Steel Beasts Pro is a vehicle-centric virtual and constructive simulation that
supports tactical training and exercise planning at the brigade level down
to individual crew stations. The TerraTools Steel Beasts Pro Export Plug-in
exports high-fidelity, geo-specific environments for use in Steel Beasts Pro.
TerraSim continually updates the Steel Beasts Pro Export Plug-in to maintain
support for the latest releases.

Export Steel Beasts Pro Support

▷▷Export terrain for use in current and legacy Steel Beasts Pro runtimes
▷▷Export correlated terrain environments to any other simulation format
supported by other TerraTools export plug-ins

Terrain from TerraTools in Map Editor

High-Fidelity Terrain

▷▷Export terrain with sub-meter elevation for more accurate line-of-sight
calculations, vehicle exposures, and target detections
▷▷Customize and export map labels for 2D map view
▷▷Override surface materials using polygonal ground cover objects
▷▷Process and export powerline data

Surface Mask Layer

▷▷Create surface masks in TerraTools to determine trafficability, scatter
ground clutter, place forests, and improve visual runtime effects
▷ ▷ Use MaterialMAP from TerraSim to produce a high-fidelity
surface mask that more accurately matches satellite imagery

Finland Terrain from TerraTools

Placed Models

▷▷Create space-filled geotypical buildings with pre-calculated infantry
firing positions
▷▷Configure ballistic penetration model descriptions
▷▷Automatically assign model destruction behavior attribution and
collision volumes
▷▷Control model density, vanishing range, and levels of detail

About TerraSim

TerraSim, a Bohemia Interactive Simulations company, is a leading
technology company that specializes in the development of advanced
software solutions to automate terrain generation and geospatial
source data preparation. Our products are designed to be flexible,
scalable, and compatible by continuing to support the widest range
of visual, constructive, and serious game runtimes in the military
simulation and training industry. Our business model encompasses
the sale and support of commercial off-the-shelf software, geospatial
source data preparation and terrain generation services, and
advanced research and development.
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